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Abstract

This article considers the introduction of steam powered warships to the Royal Navy to show how oceanic
mobility in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was contingent on the global availability,
and consequently mobility, of coal. Whilst the introduction of steam technology may have freed warships
from the vagaries of wind and tides, the navy was now chained not just to coaling stations, but also to the
wider infrastructure which guaranteed coal’s movement to these stations around the globe. Thus, the
ability to control both the source of the fuel and its movement was crucial to the mobility of British naval
vessels tasked with protecting British interests worldwide, and was, therefore, central to British global
power. This article explores how the navy ensured the availability of high quality steam-coal at British
overseas stations, analysing the processes involved in sourcing high quality coal for naval ships and its
transportation overseas. It also shows how the admiralty sought to make such arrangements more
professional, and to guarantee the highest quality of coal at every station. It explores how these changes
ensured that the infrastructure remained remarkably robust, despite its complex nature. It then assesses
how Britain’s rivals failed to achieve the same control over fuelling in the age of the coal ship, offering
Britain a huge advantage in the wider world. Finally, the paper considers the ramifications of Britain losing
this advantage when it switched to oil. Overall, it argues that, although generally ignored, fuel, and
particularly the ability to control its global movement, is crucial to understanding naval mobility. This, of
course, is true not just in terms of the navy, but also applicable to other significant geopolitical contexts
and processes.
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In the last fifteen years scholars have become increasingly interested in shifting seas and oceans ‘from the
margins to the centre of academic vision’.1 Such a focus has produced many interesting avenues of
research, showing how an oceanic framework can reveal previously hidden networks, connections and
experiences. Perhaps unsurprisingly, many of these have assessed imperial themes.2 Furthermore, new
concepts and ideas about mobility have also taken a watery turn, and arguments have been made for the
importance of understanding the processes of mobility within the framework of the oceans.3 In terms of
the age of steam, work by Frances Steel, Valeska Huber, and Anya Anim-Addo has brought oceanic
mobility in the nineteenth century to the attention of scholars.4 Yet whilst this work has added
enormously to our understandings of imperial networks, more-than-human geographies of the sea and
circulations, little of this new focus on mobilities has been aimed at state power in the nineteenth century,
particularly through the navy.
Scholarship which does focus on the steam navy has often been concerned with the effect that
new technology had on the speed, convenience, and efficiency of ship movement, and especially those
movements which allowed the imposition of power. This is perhaps understandable. One only needs to
think about ‘gunboat diplomacy’ to understand the effect that technology could have in achieving Britain’s
imperial aims. Furthermore, the navy was key to Britain’s comprehensive command of shipping routes
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worldwide, the lifeblood of its power in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Yet little
consideration has been given to the factors which allowed these ships to be mobile. In most histories of
the navy, it is the advantages of perpetually improving ship technology, alongside huge increases in ship
numbers, which have attracted the most attention, assessing the effects of the technological evolution of
warships without ever considering the enormity of the infrastructure required for these ships to function,
particularly abroad.5 Daniel Headrick’s Power over People contains an entire chapter on steamboat
imperialism, yet there is no mention of coal, the fuel which allowed the ships to move. Instead it deals
with the effects of the technological evolution of warships without ever considering the actors, processes
and mobilities required for these ships to function abroad.6 Yet, the importance of the navy to the security
of British trade and other imperial interests means that naval coaling infrastructure was, in fact, integral
to Britain, empire and the world in the nineteenth century. The ‘centrality of coal and coal depots to
nineteenth-century imperial defence’ means this lack of understanding of the fuelling infrastructure of
the navy is also a gap in our understanding of nineteenth-century imperialism.7 Indeed, coal has also been
largely ignored in imperial history. The volume of the Oxford History of the British Empire covering the
nineteenth century has more references to coconuts and coffee than to coal, which only has three
mentions.8
However, as this article will show, fuel powered steam ships made oceanic mobilities more
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complex in the nineteenth century. More than ever, ships relied on infrastructure – particularly coaling
facilities – without which even a fleet as large and powerful as Britain’s would be rendered impotent. Yet
it is too simplistic to see the movement of steamships as dependent on a static network of coaling stations.
Fuel did not simply appear at stations across the globe, but was subject to multiple movements before
arriving. It needed to be sourced, moved to ports, shipped, and unloaded. There is, therefore, a need to
recognise that ships relied on the separate flows and networks of fuel. The reliance of ships on these
discrete movements of coal meant their movement was a part of what I term ‘contingent mobilities’; that
the mobility of the navy across the world relied on the transoceanic and global mobility of fuel. If the
movement of coal was interrupted or terminated, those ships dependent on the affected stations would
have remained immobile. As the full protection of Britain’s trade could only be assured by the presence
and movement of the British fleet across the oceans, a guaranteed availability of quality coal at stations,
through its regular, timely and uninterrupted movement, was crucial to the empire.
This article therefore furthers the argument of those, such as Jon Anderson and Kim Peters, who
have suggested that the sea is highly significant in the movement of resources globally, by showing how
many of these mobilities are themselves contingent on the separate oceanic movement of fuel.9 Just as
scholars have questioned the ‘freedom’ that the automobile brought by not being limited by rails, or by
timetables, this article questions the free mobility of naval ships, since they are limited by the movement
of fuel and the presence of infrastructure. Furthermore, it questions the perceived immobility of the
constituent parts of coaling infrastructure, showing that in fact they were conduits for the mobility of fuel,
without which the more visible mobilities of ships would be impossible. Although focusing on the
ecological issues with carbon-based mobilities, Matthew Paterson is right to question how the issue of
fuel shapes ‘a whole range of physical mobilities’.10 In fact, we can see the movement of coal as one of
John Urry’s ‘systems’ which ‘make possible movement’ and ‘permit predictable and relatively risk-free
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repetition of the movement in question’.11 In this way, we may see the movement required of a Royal
Navy steam ship to be a contingent mobility, utterly dependent on the distinct flows and networks
associated with moving fuel across vast oceanic spaces. Thus, this article argues that, although often
ignored, Britain’s ability to provide its fleet with a supply of high quality coal throughout its empire was
crucial to the oceanic power it held in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.12 In doing so, it
invites consideration of how many large mobile networks, and their effective functioning, are in fact
contingent on other quotidian, hidden or supposedly ‘uninteresting’ systems of movement.

THE COAL QUESTION

The development of steam technology in the nineteenth century instigated a revolution in ship design.
The transfer from a sail to a steam navy was gradual in the Royal Navy. As long as early steam engines
lacked sufficient power and efficiency, steamships remained marginal. Thus, even though steamships had
been used in the Opium Wars, and the Battle of Navarino in 1827 was the last to be fought entirely with
sailing ships, it was the actions of the Crimean War that marked the beginning of the end for wooden
sailing ships in the Royal Navy.13 The Battle of Sinop, in November 1853, between Russian and Turkish
fleets, showed the susceptibility of wooden hulls to exploding shells. Steam propulsion enabled the use
of iron and, later, steel in hull design, offering protection from new projectile technologies. Steam power
also ended a vessel’s dependence on wind and current, allowing ships’ routes to be more direct, and their
speed to be increased. The change was marked, transforming the Royal Navy to the extent that by 1864
it had become ‘unrecognisable’ from that of a decade before.14 Yet, until 1871’s HMS Devastation, vessels
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were hybrid, powered by both sail and steam, as engines were not yet efficient enough to solely steam
between stations.15 The compound engines of the new ships of the 1870s solved the earlier issues of poor
power and limited range, offering an efficiency improvement of one hundred per cent.16 Without sails,
ships could have more efficient and effective placing of armaments, as well as saving weight, making them
far more formidable in battle. The last Royal Navy sailing ship was launched in 1875, and every subsequent
ship was thus wedded to the coaling station, and to the mobilities of coal.17
This revolution in ship architecture had ramifications that were felt far and wide. Robert Kubicek
has argued that no change was ‘more significant than the steamship’ allowing power projection on a
whole new level, enabling ships to travel quickly on a global scale.18 It not only allowed warships to pass
existing defences designed for action against sailing ships, but also facilitated both the bombardment of
enemy forts and arsenals and the transportation of large numbers of invading troops. Furthermore, as
land based powers could not hope to successfully defend entire seaboards, Britain could use its navy both
as a deterrent against attacks on British interests and as a ‘bargaining chip and lever’ to benefit its
commerce.19 The shift profoundly altered the strategic balance between land and sea, which enhanced
Britain’s ability, as the foremost maritime power, to become a world superpower. The success of this shift
to steam is perhaps best shown in Britain’s ability to avoid major maritime warfare until 1914.20
Although it offered clear advantages to Britain, the emergence of a steam-powered navy in the
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second half of the nineteenth century also came with its own problems.21 Most notable of these was that
steam engines were fuel hungry, which meant that coal was necessary for a navy to perform any of its
duties. This required the Royal Navy to ensure its ships sufficient coaling infrastructure, to test potential
fuels and to formalise the distribution of coal. Not only did naval steam engines require coal, and lots of
it, but they also required steam-coal of a high quality, which could provide the maximum amount of
energy per ton, would not deteriorate badly when stored, and burnt cleanly to avoid clogging up warship
engines. Further to this, as naval steamships required a degree of stealth in battle, they needed a fuel that
did not produce black smoke, making them visible for miles around. Thus, selecting the correct coals for
the navy was crucial to the effectiveness of warships in carrying out their duties. That this quality coal was
required to be available around the empire in ever increasing quantities exacerbated the difficulties
experienced by the admiralty, and responses to this created networks and infrastructures of mobility that
became progressively more complex and robust.
Coal was required at stations for ships to perform even the most straightforward operations, and
thus huge amounts of coal were required to be present at strategic points and dockyards.22 Thus, an
infrastructure had to exist to facilitate its movement and storage.23 With huge shipbuilding programmes
launched in the 1880s and 1890s, this issue became even more acute as demand for coal was increased
by higher numbers of larger, more fuel hungry ships. A need for a constant supply of coal at these stations
meant that it became the key global strategic resource, and the control and maintenance of its
infrastructure was imperative in ensuring Britain’s global power. Thus, although we often think of coaling
stations as static nodes that facilitated movement, mobility was intrinsic to the basic functions of this
coaling infrastructure. These stations were parts of separate networks, with their own separate mobilities,
processes and actors. For coal to be present at an overseas station it had to be extracted from
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underground, brought to the surface, inspected, transferred onto trains, transported to the port, moved
onto a ship, moved across the ocean and then unloaded and stored. If any of these processes or
movements was disturbed, delayed or stopped the mobility of those ships at the stations needing supply
would be profoundly reduced, or even ceased entirely. As such, steamship mobility was entirely
contingent on the mobilities of coal supply.
Although largely ignored by modern scholars, contemporaries were aware of the value of coal to
the navy, state and empire. So central was this fuel to British power that lumps of steam-coal were called
‘black diamonds’.24 Without it the Royal Navy would be unable to fulfil its global role as the primary
defence of British commerce and possessions, and so, to Britain, its worth was immeasurable. As one
commentator put it, 'the black diamond really sways the destinies of Empires'. 25 This importance also led
to the nickname King Coal: ‘the source of [Britain’s] commercial prosperity and the secret of our naval
supremacy ... coal is the first requisite of empire’.26 Contemporaries pointed out that ‘a country may have
the most powerful navy in the world, but if it be without coal it will be in the position of a man with a pipe
and matches and no tobacco’.27 Or, as Ralph Waldo Emerson suggested, in ‘every basket [of coal] is power
and civilisation’.28 Britain’s ability to control the mobility of these ‘black diamonds’ was crucial to its naval,
and therefore global, power.

BRITAIN’S COALING INFRASTRUCTURE

Understanding the mobility of coal means understanding more than just ‘the pivotal role of transnational
networks’. It also requires analysis of the development and maintenance of those infrastructures,
highlighting that they were not ‘straightforward processes, but were characterised by ambiguities and
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tensions’.29 Thus it is important to recognise, as Erik Dahl has suggested, that ‘providing the fleet with coal
was the greatest logistical headache of the age’, which involved multiple actors, mobilities and
processes.30
The lack of modern histories of how coal was supplied to the navy may seem peculiar considering
the value that contemporaries placed upon it, notwithstanding the fact that coal is ‘utterly lacking in
glamour’.31 Yet this in itself is testament to the success with which the admiralty managed the navy’s coal
supply. The New York Times in 1892 described British naval coaling as an ‘enormous system under ...
splendid control’. In Bruno Latour’s terms it was ‘black boxed’, largely ‘made invisible by its own success’.32
As Nigel Thrift and Stephen Graham have argued, it is often only when infrastructure falters or fails that
it becomes obvious, and thus by largely maintaining its robustness throughout the period, naval coaling’s
importance has gone unnoticed.33 Yet this invisibility should not detract from how extraordinarily resilient
this enormous and complex system was. Britain’s oceanic role was on a global scale, and fuel was required
for a huge number of naval ships, but Britain suffered none of the serious disruptions or disasters that its
rivals did because of a lack of fuel. This was no coincidence, but was a result of Britain’s ability to utilise
its superior infrastructure and resources, and to deny its rivals the same privilege. This capability was
crucial to Britain’s oceanic hegemony in this period.
The system’s robustness was largely based on the admiralty’s ability to exploit the numerous
advantages granted by both Britain and its empire, formal and informal. The requirement for coal supply
necessitated a global chain of coaling stations to service the Royal Navy’s needs, yet Britain in fact needed
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few new strategic spaces, building their systems into spaces already under British national, imperial or
commercial control. The empire, the informal empire, and territory possessed by its allies provided it with
a plethora of places where it could store coal (See Figure 1). Many of these were gained as spoils of war
in the previous century, and had been previously strategic sites for the sailing navy.34 Just as important,
though, were commercial ports under British control or influence, where coal was stored exclusively for
admiralty use. Thus, although coal changed their strategic purpose, and made previously unimportant
stations acquire a new significance, few new sites were attained to facilitate the supply of coal the navy.

Figure 1: British coaling stations used by the Royal Navy, 1870–1914.

In supplying these stations, Britain again also utilised existing systems. The huge global
commercial demand for British coal, and the predominance of British commercial steam shipping, meant
that Britain possessed a world-leading coal export infrastructure, both at home and globally. This allowed
the admiralty to utilise commercial coaling networks to both hold stores for navy ships and to supply its
own coaling stations. Moreover, it could rely on the existing mail and telegraphic networks which serviced
these sites to allow swift communication, particularly important for such strategically important nodes.35
It was not just in terms of infrastructure that Britain held an inbuilt advantage which the navy
could exploit – Britain also possessed the best fuel. Welsh coal, or more precisely steam-coal, was
universally agreed to be of the highest quality for steam engines. No other coal with equivalent qualities
within easy reach of a seaport was available until the discovery of New Zealand Westport coal in the
1880s, and this was also under British control. This provided Britain with a second source of high-quality
coal on the other side of the globe, albeit in much smaller amounts. These factors not only gave Britain
the ability to maintain the high performance of its navy worldwide, but, with few other sources of highquality coal and no other commercial networks approaching the global reach of that of Britain, it was able
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to deny its rivals the same advantage, should it so wish.
The navy was thus able to rely on contractors to fulfil its fuelling needs. Commercial collieries
provided the coal, commercial agents arranged and managed contracts to supply and transport coal
around the world, and commercial tramp ships delivered the coal to the stations. This reliance on private
enterprise was nothing new. As part of a ‘contractor state’ the eighteenth-century admiralty had utilised
existing commercial infrastructure to supply the navy, acting largely as an overseer.36 Such a relationship
adds another layer of complexity to understanding how naval mobilities were possible in the later
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Not only were they contingent on the separate mobility of fuel,
but these mobilities were also largely controlled by private enterprise and not by the state.
This reliance brought with it issues of conflict of interest, not least because British coal was being
sold to Britain’s rivals during war scares. Yet, although this seemed dangerous to an alarmed press, it
would prove to Britain’s advantage. Should a war break out, supply would cease, and an enemy would
have to find an alternative, inferior, source of fuel. More serious was that the predominance of Welsh
coal in fuelling the navy meant that large-scale and long-term strikes in the Welsh coalfields had the
potential to become disastrous, causing huge supply issues and the paralysis of the fleet. Yet serious
problems were alleviated by careful planning and swift action. Even the worst strike, in 1898, did not
significantly affect naval capacity, despite a lock out which lasted some twenty-one weeks and five days.37
Restrictions on coal use, alternative suppliers, and emergency contracts meant that, despite some
embarrassment for the admiralty and a strain on naval coal supplies, the strike largely proved the
durability and versatility of the infrastructure.38
Although the number of organisations involved, and the fact that most were commercial interests,
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added to the complexity of supply, it helped the navy both keep supply effective and of a high quality, and
to receive value for money. Tendering for contracts allowed the admiralty to ensure the best price, to
easily remove any suppliers or contractors who failed to adequately meet naval needs, and, should any
disruptions occur, to easily find new suppliers to fill any gap. Notwithstanding industrial action, in general
this relationship between state and private enterprise appears to have been largely unproblematic, yet it
does highlight how state power was very much contingent on commercial mobilities and infrastructure,
necessarily underpinned by networks of trust and security.

FROM PIT TO STATION

To fully understand the range of mobilities and processes that the movement of warships were contingent
upon it is pertinent to explore the journey from pit to station. This was far from straightforward, and
required a number of actors, processes, mobilities and networks. The first of these processes was the
selection of coal. Deciding which fuels were suitable for use in warships was especially important, and
arguably the only part of the process which the admiralty completely controlled. As the Royal Commission
on Coal suggested in 1904:

A ship of war must be supplied, and must be kept supplied with a coal which will ensure
the highest rate of speed and maintain the required radius of action. If you use a coal
that burns quicker, without producing the same calorific effects and power, you would
burn out the coal sooner than you otherwise would, and the consequence would be
that a ship instead of running her 10,000 knots at a certain speed, would be reduced
probably to 8,000 or 9,000 knots.39

To avoid problems with poor-quality fuel the admiralty performed at least twenty-one trials of domestic
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coal between 1847 and 1879, in addition to tests on coal from all over the world.40 To differentiate those
collieries deemed to produce coal of a sufficient quality there was an Admiralty List, which was in place
by the 1840s.41
Although the admiralty chose which coals were of good enough quality for the navy, and
theoretical control remained in London, supervision of the exports of coal was undertaken by a naval
captain stationed in the admiralty office in Cardiff, the main coal export port. Further supervision was
provided by the admiralty buyer of coals, who assessed whether the coal was fit for purpose.42 Although
supervised by the navy, most of the processes were arranged by agents.
Colliery companies were responsible for all processes up to and including delivering the coal on
board the cargo ship, and were accountable for the costs of transporting the coal from the colliery to the
docks, the loading and handling fees incurred at the port, but nothing else. Arranging the ships in which
the cargo was to be carried and all other costs incurred in transporting the shipment from the port of
loading to the port of delivery was left in the hands of the Cardiff agents employed by the admiralty. They
were even responsible for using admiralty funds to purchase the coals.43 The admiralty relied on the
expertise of the agents to negotiate any difficulties, and to deliver efficiency and value even during war
or strikes. This helped to nullify, or at least navigate, the multiple potential choke points, processes and
disruptions inherent to such a complex series of mobilities.44
The ships used to deliver naval coal were mostly chartered, and were engaged by the admiralty’s
agents.45 The sourcing and movement of naval coal was often complicated by the number of different
bodies involved, as agreements had to be reached with colliery agents, shippers and bunker owners. To
confuse matters further, due to the huge amount of coal required by the admiralty, as well as the
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multitude of destinations that it needed to be sent to, naval coal was often purchased from several
collieries in one year.46 As coal was a low value, bulk cargo it was generally exported as part of wider trade
patterns to bring greater profit, whether in Europe or further afield. With no great import trade to Cardiff,
shipping agents looked to subsidise the cost of exporting coal by involving the ships in wider trade
movements across networks which relied on naval protection.47 Somewhat ironically, even in the
twentieth century the coal for most naval stations was shipped by sail, as it was cheaper and speed was
less important for low value trade.48 Even as late as 1901, sailing ships were habitually used to send coal
to naval stores at Esquimalt (Vancouver), Coquimbo (Chile), Simon’s Town (Cape Colony) and Trincomalee
(Ceylon).49 Thus, steamship mobilities were nearly always contingent on the mobilities of the outdated
sailing ships they had replaced in the navy. Slower mobilities enabled – in time – the faster mobilities of
the steam vessel.50

BRITISH RESPONSES TO RIVAL CHALLENGE

The admiralty thus inherited many advantages and utilised the private sector to ensure that the navy had
adequate coal supply worldwide. Yet, perhaps because of the success of this light touch approach to
management, it was only when Britain’s hegemony began to be challenged in the last decades of the
nineteenth century that there was serious consideration of how best to ensure that the fleet received
quality fuel wherever in the world it was, in peace or war. Part of this was an assessment of how to
guarantee the safety of coaling stations, and how they fitted into a wider imperial defence strategy, but
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it also included improvements in managing the mobilities of coal across the world.51 In particular, the
admiralty began to more closely control the selection, transportation and stock levels of coal at overseas
stations.
A need for warships to perform at full capacity at any given time meant that a fuel’s performance
was especially important and thus cost was usurped by quality as the primary criterion for naval coal. As
the admiralty stated in 1903, ‘irrespective of expense, [Britain] could not go below the minimum standard
of requirements special to the Naval Service’.52 Despite all their testing, the admiralty largely reduced
itself to relying on south Wales and Westport coal. The reason for this was given by First Lord of the
Admiralty Lord Hamilton in 1889, who suggested that practical experience had proven that Welsh coal
was the only suitable domestic fuel for the navy, due to the ‘special duty and work which the Navy is called
upon to perform’.53 This is a crucial point. Commercial shipping demanded regularity, order and efficiency,
but the movement of naval ships, particularly in moments of geopolitical tension, primarily required
speed, range and a global scope.54 It was precisely these issues that made the supply of coal to the navy
both so crucial and so complex. The admiralty required a fuel that could offer it the highest possible speed,
as well as being efficient enough to give it the global range it needed. Furthermore, it needed to ensure
sufficient supply at all stations, whilst avoiding wastage through deterioration. This required coal to be
regularly transported to stations, as well as careful monitoring at stations themselves. Sourcing fuel from
just two areas made the organisation of shipments somewhat simpler, but it meant that the coal had to
be transported enormous distances. Indeed, even in 1914 Welsh coal was being sent to places as far away
as Vancouver, some 14,300 nautical miles away.55
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In addition to measures to ensure the quality of the coal supplied to the navy, the perceived threat
to Britain’s oceanic supremacy in the 1880s also pushed the admiralty to consider the way it controlled
the supply of fuel. As part of wider developments in imperial and naval defence, Britain sought to ensure
that its growing navy could be confident in its supply of quality fuel by controlling its mobility more closely.
Although the navy had committed itself to coal power at least two decades before, reliance on commercial
agents meant that Whitehall appeared to know little about how the navy was obtaining coal, particularly
at distant stations.56 It was only by gaining a knowledge of the existing coaling infrastructure and mobilities
that the admiralty could exert more control. 1880 saw the most important step towards improving and
professionalising the supply of coal to foreign stations with the introduction of the perpetual collection of
data about coaling stations and the type and amount of fuel they held. In August 1880 the naval secretary,
Robert Hall, sent

a proposal to obtain and tabulate exact particulars, as far as possible, of the quantity,
quality, price etc. of the coal likely to be available at any time at all ports abroad. The
advantages of the possession of this information, whether in peace or war, especially
if it is carefully gathered and periodically revised, are obvious, and my Lords have been
pleased to approve the proposal.57

Disseminated to all naval ships and stations, it not only allowed the admiralty the knowledge to advise
stations as to best naval coaling purchase, storage and management practices, but also gave crucial
information on the coaling facilities available across the world to ships’ commanders, something
especially important for atypical voyages. The admiralty also standardised the administrative forms sent
from the stations and the contracts it made with private companies, allowing control of supply to be more
uniform and efficient.58 Although simple, these measures streamlined the naval coaling infrastructure,
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making coal purchase more straightforward and export amounts more accurate. This allowed the
admiralty to better control the movement of fuel, and therefore the navy, around the world. In doing so
it maintained the most robust coaling infrastructure of any power throughout this period. This robustness
granted Britain hegemony of the oceans, thus allowing it to preserve its place as the preeminent global
naval power.
Changes to processes were not only designed to ensure that the navy could perform its peacetime
role, but also included contingency plans for coal supply in war, enabling the mobility of adequate fuel to
most stations at short notice. Alongside wider efforts for swift mobilisation of naval forces, this allowed
the admiralty to be able to react quickly and efficiently to crises without having a hugely detrimental effect
on the performance of the Royal Navy.59 Again, we see an understanding from the admiralty of the crucial
place that the mobilities of coal had for the nation in war. Britain’s ability to mobilise in a war scare was
tested through naval manoeuvres beginning in the 1880s, but it was not until the twentieth century that
arrangements for the continuity of supply of coal in an extended naval war were finalised, with the threat
of a major war looming large.
In 1900 arrangements were outlined should Britain be involved in a naval war. ‘Instructions to the
Admiralty Agents’ shows how the government planned to provide the navy with coal at short notice.
‘Special arrangements’ were made with Welsh collieries to provide coal in emergencies, with railway
companies to dispatch the coal to port, and docks instructed ‘to give preference in loading to all colliers
taken up on admiralty account’. The Cardiff-based agents were also instructed to nominate
representatives in the other south Wales ports to make arrangements for mobilisation there. Although
they were responsible to the Director of Navy Contracts, mobilisation would effectively be carried out by
private businesses.60 These arrangements show the complexity of the processes and movements on which
naval mobility was contingent. Even when not being shipped across oceans to stations, coal still needed
to be mined, loaded onto railways and transported to ports. There were also direct results of this
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awareness in the creation of other infrastructures. The need for the swift movement of Welsh coal to
dockyards shaped the development of the railways of south Wales and southern England, including the
construction of the Severn Tunnel, completed in 1886.61
An example of this mobilisation in practice occurred during a war scare in 1911. Fearing a naval
war with Germany in the North Sea, the admiralty coordinated the movement of Welsh coal, by ship and
railway, to the northeast of England and Scotland.62 These preparations meant that at the outbreak of the
First World War the admiralty could swiftly implement strategies for coaling in war. Transport
arrangements were already in place, including ‘Jellicoe Special’ trains, which took coal to Grangemouth
for the fleet at Scapa Flow, and the admiralty could order collieries to retain coal stocks in the event of
the navy needing more supplies.63 The success of these actions reflects how a realisation at government
level of the importance of fuelling infrastructure to the mobility of the navy enabled effective operations
on the ground. That issues of supply were paramount to mobilisation strategies shows government
recognition that warship mobility was contingent on the movement of coal.

FAILURES OF FOREIGN COALING INFRASTRUCTURE

The robustness of British coaling infrastructure and the effectiveness of the admiralty measures are
particularly apparent when compared to the failings of other nations’ arrangements. Numerous examples
of disruption and disaster point to an important consideration in terms of fuel and its role in military
mobilities and immobilities. The inability of Britain’s rivals to control their own fuelling abilities highlights
the importance of coal and its associated mobilities to naval power. Furthermore, by controlling many of
the elements of coaling networks, and the best fuel which moved through it, Britain had the ability to
immobilise its rivals, should it so wish, by disrupting their access to the same fuel and infrastructure, or
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denying them fuel completely. In other words, then, much of its rivals’ naval mobility was contingent on
fuel mobilities controlled by Britain.
Perhaps the most famous example of a failure of naval infrastructure concerns the Russian Baltic
fleet in 1905, which was steaming to join the Russo-Japanese war in the Far East.64 Forced to steam via
the Cape when Britain refused the use of the Suez Canal, around 3,000 nautical miles further, the Russians
were also denied fuelling opportunities, delaying their movement and causing vast inconvenience (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2: The route taken by the Russian Baltic Fleet, 1905.

The engineer-in-chief to the squadron, Eugene Politovsky, was quick to recognise the value of coal in his
diary: ‘Coal! It is our weak spot. Our comings, our goings, our voyage, and even our success depend on
coal’. A. Novikoff-Priboy, who also served on the fleet, similarly remarked that ‘coal had developed into
an idol, to which we sacrificed strength, health, and comfort. We thought only in terms of coal, which had
become a sort of black veil hiding all else, as if the business of the squadron had been, not to fight, but
simply to get to Japan’.65
Britain weakened the Russian fleet through both the control of the mobility of its own coal and by
exploiting Russia’s lack of infrastructure outside its own waters. Although the Russians made use of some
French coaling infrastructure, this was not without difficulty. In some places ‘the French local authorities,
to begin with, gave [the fleet] permission to coal ship. Then, afraid of protests from the Japanese and the
British, they revoked their consent’. At others, ‘under British and Japanese pressure, the French
authorities had selected for us a much less convenient spot’, causing coaling to be slower and more
dangerous. The Russians found some support from Germany, coaling from German colliers in Great Fish
Bay in Portuguese Angola, despite Portuguese protests, and Angra Pequena, in German South-West
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Africa, but German infrastructure was far poorer than Britain’s.66
Furthermore, they constantly encountered British ships, and were escorted by British ships
around the Iberian coast.67 The presence of Royal Navy ships, fuelled from their plethora of coaling
stations, caused one Russian to remark ‘how were we to continue when there was not a single port on
our route where we could coal or revictual unmolested?’68 With delays mounting, the precarious situation
the fleet faced was fully realised. Politovsky remarked that ‘the coaling question is the question of life’.
His diary constantly laments Russia’s lack of coaling infrastructure, particularly as it meant that each ship
had to take on enormous amounts of coal where it could, which had to be stored outside the bunkers,
making life uncomfortable for the sailors and severely hampering the fighting and sailing ability of the
ships. 69
When the fleet arrived in Japanese waters it was beleaguered from an eighteen thousand mile
journey that had offered little chance for maintenance, and was therefore heavily fouled, reducing its
speed significantly.70 The subsequent battle was a disaster for Russia, which lost all of its battleships and
4,380 sailors, with 5,917 more captured, including two admirals. The power held by Britain through its
control of the mobility of a large proportion of quality coal worldwide was clear. Able to deny its rivals a
sure supply of fuel, Britain reduced the Russian fleet’s mobility and, indeed, at points, made it immobile.
Furthermore, the ability to refuel across the world allowed British ships to intimidate neutral powers,
stopping them from providing fuel to the Russians. Such power allowed Britain to inconvenience heavily,
if not critically damage, a potential enemy’s navy without having to engage in battle at all.
By 1907 Britain’s naval dominance across the world was waning, illustrated by the fact that it had
been forced to form alliances with Japan amongst others in order to concentrate its forces in European
waters. Conversely, the US Navy had swiftly grown from a fleet of largely wooden vessels to one with
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many ultra-modern steel warships. Moreover, victory in the Spanish-American War at the turn of the
twentieth century had announced the United States as a major global power. This change in geopolitical
outlook was summed up by Theodore Roosevelt’s claim that ‘the United States had “no choice” as to
whether it would “play a great part in the world”’.71
However, the mobility of the fuel that the US Navy relied on outside its own waters was still largely
controlled by Britain, meaning that its global mobility was often at the whim of the British. This was
highlighted by a circumnavigation of the world by sixteen American battleships between 1907 and 1909.
Known as the ‘Great White Fleet’, because of their bright white hulls, the tour aimed to foster goodwill,
but also to announce the US as a major naval power with global reach. Yet, although it offered useful
experience, and showed that the warships were capable of long distance operations, it also exposed
weaknesses in their ability to project power across the world. Crucially, it exposed the fact that ship
numbers and technology mattered little without coaling infrastructure. The United States only had eight
colliers and poor port facilities, so during the cruise it used one Austro-Hungarian, seven Norwegian and
forty-one British colliers. Even in Honolulu, the fleet relied on a British collier to bring them coal. To make
up for this, like the Russians, the fleet took on more coal than the ships were designed for, with coal stored
on the upper decks, leaving the men nowhere to fall in.72
Yet, this minor embarrassment was nothing compared to the humiliation that came when the
fleet arrived in Australia. There, the arrangements of the Bureau of Equipment were tested to their
maximum, and failed spectacularly. Failing to allow for sufficient lead time, twenty-five thousand tons of
coal failed to arrive. Although blamed on a British will to deny the fleet coal – the coal was carried in
British colliers – the fault lay with the hurried and negligent planning of a state unused to having to supply
fuel far beyond its own shores.73 These problems caused ‘great embarrassment’ to Admiral Sperry − in
charge of the exercise − ‘for it illustrated how easily Great Britain could control the fleet’s behaviour,
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stranding it halfway round the world, should the need arise, and causing it to be a “laughing stock”’. Britain
refused to supply coal from its own admiralty stacks, as was standard practice, and Sperry spent much of
his time negotiating for Australian coal – generally of poor grade – at Auckland, Sydney, Melbourne and
Albany. A similar situation occurred at Port Said, where the admiral spent most of his time arguing with
coal dealers.74 Not only was this humiliating for such an impressive fleet, but it also delayed progress, with
the poor quality Australian coal forcing some ships to cruise at the most economical speed, as well as
producing thick smoke (see Figure 3). Delays also occurred at Apia, Samoa, where there was no coal on
arrival. Contemporary reports reveal the level of uncertainty on board: ‘days went by … days of anxiety …
and still no coal’. With the fleet arriving on 20 September, enough coal for four cruisers only arrived on 4
October, with the remaining cruisers stranded until 7 October.75

Figure 3: USS Georgia (BB-15), flagship of the 2nd Division of the Great White Fleet in Auckland. Courtesy
of U.S. Naval Institute Archives.

This hugely embarrassing situation, precipitated by a lack of control over the infrastructure for coaling the
ships, severely undermined the imagined effect of the fleet on those who witnessed it. Despite setting
several world records, there was a feeling in America that ‘it had been unwise to display the nation’s
inability to coal and supply its own fleets’.76 It was concluded that ‘had war broken out while the fleet was
in distant waters, it would have been immobilised by lack of logistical support’.77 Senator Hale was
particularly embarrassed that ‘the greatest fleet of formidable ships that the world has ever seen’ had to
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depend on ‘the indulgence of foreign powers’.78 Of these foreign powers, Britain dominated all others by
possessing both the best steam-coal in the world, and controlling the mobilities which allowed it to be
available to Royal Navy ships worldwide. Even the subsequent 1909 US naval programme, designed to
remedy this situation, did little. At the outbreak of war in 1914 the United States owned just seven colliers.
The problem of fuelling far from their own waters was not solved until age of oil.79
This situation stood Britain in good stead in the event of a global war. Its extensive coaling facilities
meant it did not have to rely on neutral powers, whereas any potential enemy would be forced to if they
were to operate globally. In theory, the Treaty of Paris of 1856 made this impossible, as, if one assumes
coal to be contraband of war Britain’s enemies could not be supplied by a neutral power. Yet, as the
definition of ‘contraband’ was deliberately omitted, the British assumed that these ‘rules ... would not
prevent a belligerent ship from obtaining a full supply of coal in a neutral port’.80 Even if this was the case,
Britain was still in a commanding position. Whilst Welsh coal merchants freely traded with foreign navies
in peacetime, this would be prevented in war. Thus, any enemy would lose their primary source of highquality coal, and any in storage would soon degrade, forcing a move to substandard fuel. Moreover, as
we have seen, even in peacetime Britain’s control of the global mobility of naval coal, and of the stations
themselves, allowed it to slow, delay or even immobilise its rivals. In war, it could further disrupt its
enemies’ supplies through fuel denial by its allies (such as Portugal, and its possessions) and even neutral
countries (particularly in the informal empire) where it could exert economic pressure to prevent enemies
being fuelled in those ports. This gave Britain a huge advantage in the wider world, despite its waning
global power.

THE ADVENT OF OIL
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Less than twenty years later, however, the roles had been reversed, and it was Britain that relied on the
US for naval fuel.81 Experimentation with oil by the Italian navy in the late nineteenth century,
subsequently followed by trials by the US Navy, led Britain to commit to an oil powered navy, amidst fears
it would be left behind.82 However, unlike the US, then the world’s largest producer of oil, Britain did not
have its own source of oil domestically or in its empire, at least not one that had been discovered as
viable.83 Instead, in order to free the Royal Navy from its reliance on the foreign owned Standard Oil and
Royal Dutch Shell oil companies, in 1914 Britain purchased a fifty-one per cent stake in Anglo-Persian oil,
with wells in Iran, which included a secret contract to supply the admiralty for twenty years. Even so, as
Britain did not have seashore storage facilities or a network of bunker stations, it no longer controlled its
fuel to the extent it had done with a coal powered navy. As such, it was widely recognised at the time that
adopting oil under such circumstances represented a huge risk, not least because Britain was abandoning
its control of quality coal and its export infrastructure to adopt oil.84
Despite this, if we take a technocentric view, as many have done before, this change made an
enormous amount of sense. This new technology allowed ships to reach higher speeds than those
powered by coal, and, unlike coal, oil did not require huge amounts of manpower to load. It also allowed
ships to be refuelled at sea, meaning that fleets did not lose ships to fuelling stations whilst on operations.
Oil power meant that ships could increase both the speed and flexibility of their mobility, offering them
crucial advantages in what was fast seeming like an inevitable war with Germany. Moreover, it meant that
Britain could no longer be held to ransom by coal strikes. Finally, with Britain already facing relative decline
as a world power and involved in a furiously-paced arms race, the admiralty were unsurprisingly keen to
invest in cutting edge technology. These changes were not instantaneous, but were largely limited to new
ships. In time honoured fashion, new, oil powered ships were first seen in European fleets, before slowly
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filtering out into further flung stations. This meant that coal powered ships could still be found in naval
service in the 1930s.
Although it had been assumed that there would be a race to adopt oil, this did not materialise,
and by 1914 only the US and Britain had done so. Despite fears that Germany would use oil in its warships,
it did not use it as a fuel until after the First World War, largely because it had no secure access to oil
supplies.85 Despite this, oil did not seem to be a deciding factor in the war, and fluctuation in oil prices
meant that coal still represented a less economically risky option.86 Even so, oil powered ships offered
great advantages and, regardless, Britain had set upon a course that was irreversible. The move to oil has
been seen as one of several crucial changes which allowed Britain to remain a global naval power beyond
the turn of the twentieth century, and for this Jacky Fisher, First Sea Lord from 1904 to 1910, and Winston
Churchill have been seen as the saviours of British naval power. Although more recently the idea of a
‘Fisher Revolution’ has been questioned, the decision to switch to oil remains largely uncritically praised.87
Yet some studies have shown that this narrow understanding does not sufficiently explain the multiple
issues which a switch to oil caused.88 It is not within the scope of this article to examine the major effects
in detail – in particular, how Britain secured oil for its navy, nor to show its role in future troubles in the
Middle East.89 What is possible is to use a wider understanding of the effects of this change to understand
how, in losing control of the mobility of its fuel, Britain imperilled the mobility of its navy in far-flung
waters which was contingent upon it. To do so it will draw parallels with the United States, and others, in
the age of coal.
In his own memoirs, The World Crisis 1911-1918, Churchill himself admitted to the drawbacks as
well as the advantages of oil. He described the shift as ‘a formidable decision’ as ‘the oil supplies of the
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world were in the hands of vast oil trusts under foreign control. To commit the Navy irrevocably to oil was
indeed “to take arms against a sea of troubles”’. Thus, in moving the navy from coal to oil, Britain had
created new problems for itself. The most obvious of these was that Britain now needed oil, and lots of
it, to fuel the ships responsible for protecting its increasingly weak geopolitical situation, and that oil could
only be found outside of British control.90 Britain now faced the same issues as its rivals had with coal:
that the size and technology of its navy mattered little if it could not control its fuel supply. Britain still
possessed the largest navy, but it no longer possessed the resources for its mobility. No longer able to
supply its navy on its own, Britain faced the complex negotiations involved in sourcing the fuel that made
the movement of its ships possible.
It did not take long for the wisdom of using oil to be questioned. In 1917 Britain faced a major oil
crisis as ships transporting oil were regularly sunk by German U-Boats. The colonial secretary, Walter Long,
recognised the serious peril the navy faced: ‘You may have men, munitions, and money, but if you do not
have oil, which is today the greatest motive power that you use, all your other advantages would be of
comparatively little value’. Similarly, the shipping comptroller argued that ‘it is obvious that we are
entirely dependant on the United States for the mobility of our Navy’.91 There are obvious echoes here of
Senator Hales’ comments about the difficulties the US Navy faced in obtaining quality coal, highlighting
the importance of controlling fuel for the fleet. Rationing of oil was successful for a time, but merely
delayed the issue. Indeed, later that year the shortage became so acute that many considered using coal
again. Plans were made for a coherent government policy to ensure supplies, but the immediate shortage
had to be resolved by the American company Standard Oil and Royal Dutch Shell, commercial suppliers in
foreign hands.
The issue of foreign controlled oil did not disappear, even after the war. On 24 April 1928, Winston
Churchill, then chancellor of the exchequer, made his budget speech. In it he proclaimed:
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During the 19th century the industrial power of our country rested upon the basis of its
wonderful coalfields; the 20th century has seen us become increasingly dependent upon
imported liquid fuel, scarcely any of which is found inside the British Empire. We paid
last year for oil supplies of every kind almost as much as we received for our export of
coal. We used to be a source of fuel; we are increasingly becoming a sink. These supplies
of foreign liquid fuel are no doubt vital to our industry, but our ever-increasing
dependence upon them ought to arouse serious and timely reflection.92

When we put these problems into the context of the 1930s, where a depression-struck Britain faced a
resurgent Germany, it is understandable why, following Churchill’s lead, some high profile naval men and
a handful of MPs were becoming concerned about the admiralty’s reliance on foreign oil.93
Key amongst these was Captain Bernard Acworth, a retired naval officer who took to writing about
the state of the Royal Navy. Much of this was a direct attack on Jacky Fisher, including criticisms of air
power, torpedoes, radios and submarines, amongst other modern technologies. He was, therefore, often
dismissed as a man with an axe to grind rather than a valid point to make.94 Yet Acworth also raised some
pertinent questions. Echoing concerns at the time of the change from coal to oil, he suggested that Britain
was in real danger in a future war because it could not guarantee its own fuel supply for the navy. Along
with a variety of high-ranking officers, and men of some political clout, he formed the ‘Back to Coal’
movement. This group contained a first sea lord, four admirals, a vice admiral, a rear admiral, several MPs,
a colliery owner and a shipping magnate. Many of these were either within, or had close connections with,
the top echelons of power. Considerable money was invested in the campaign, and Acworth had several
professional plans drawn by the Naval Construction Works of Vickers Armstrongs which showed how coal
fired engines would be incorporated into the cutting-edge warships of the early 1930s. Thus, this was not
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simply a nostalgic call to fall back on the outdated technologies of a more glorious age, but an effort to
develop the capacity to use Britain’s own fuel supplies to power a thoroughly modern fleet. The ‘Back to
Coal’ movement understood that controlling the source and mobility of naval fuel was central to British
naval power.
The campaign precipitated several debates in parliament, and appears to have reached its peak
with a petition presented to Stanley Baldwin, which was promised consideration by the cabinet, although
the lack of further correspondence, nor forward action by the government, suggests that the idea was
never seen as viable.95 However informed their case was, there are good reasons why it fell on deaf ears.
Firstly, it is unlikely that coal fired ships would ever satisfactorily challenge oil fuelled ships, which were
faster and easier to fuel, and that by adopting such a plan the Royal Navy would be significantly weakened.
Secondly, such a change would incur an enormous amount of investment, in terms of capital, but also in
providing the coaling infrastructure required for supporting such coal-powered ships around the world.
As such, it is unsurprising that the campaign came to nothing.
Yet, although the ‘Back to Coal’ movement was an unsuccessful campaign that has since faded
from memory, it raises important questions about how states ensure the mobility of their naval forces,
especially in an industrial age. Indeed, the campaign’s message about the importance of controlling fuel,
its infrastructure and its global mobility has been shown here to be central to Britain’s ability to mobilise
its navy worldwide in the nineteenth century.

CONCLUSIONS

The first of the six constituent parts of mobility laid out by Tim Cresswell is ‘motive force’.96 This article
has shown that in the industrial age this force was and is often contingent on other mobilities. Although
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it has only provided an overview of one example, that of the steam navy, it has shown that complex
separate machinations and mobilities were involved in ensuring that warships could obtain the fuel
necessary for the Royal Navy to fulfil its global role. The idea of contingent mobilities highlights the
importance of understanding how mobility is often reliant on processes, infrastructure, historical agents
and commodities which are frequently considered marginal or ignored. Indeed, when we consider the
start and end point of naval coaling in conjunction with the processes, actors and infrastructural elements
in between a far more complex view of ‘motive force’ emerges.
Moreover, it becomes clear that the effectiveness of the navy was not solely reliant on the actions
of those in Whitehall. In fact, it was heavily dependent on state and non-state infrastructures, networks
and mobilities working together. Supplying the navy with coal involved many actors and processes − coal
did not simply appear at a foreign station. These networks were considerable physical entities with their
own separate mobilities – including mines, railways, ships and stations − which spanned huge distances
and served the interests of international commerce, the Royal Navy and many rival navies. Whilst Britain
was largely able to establish networks of trust with these elements and mobilities, which were almost all
in its possession, the fact that the mobility of its primary defence was contingent on these mattered little.
As the New York Times suggested, Britain’s was an ‘enormous system under ... splendid control’.
Yet where these mobilities and infrastructures were controlled by other nations, or indeed rivals,
naval mobility could be inconvenienced, slowed or indeed stopped. As such, Britain’s ability to deny the
same advantages to its rivals through their control of fuelling infrastructure was an important geopolitical
advantage, meaning that it could largely control each part of their mobilities – their velocity, rhythm,
route and experience – through the frustrations of delays and immobility.97 Indeed, the examples of
Russian and American struggles when negotiating a fuelling infrastructure dominated by Britain highlight
the fact, recognised by contemporaries, that ship numbers and technology mattered little without a
reliable source of quality coal. Or, put another way, potential mobility and naval power could be made
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irrelevant if the mobilities it was contingent on were insecure or uncontrollable. This of course has serious
geopolitical consequences, and, for example, Russian or American designs to extend their sphere of naval
influence were severely hampered by an inability to control the mobility of the fuel needed to do so.
We see this again when analysing the effects of Britain’s decision to move from a coal to an oilpowered navy. Despite the many advantages oil gave, the loss of control of its fuel supply and
infrastructure put the Royal Navy at a disadvantage which had ramifications for naval strategy. Whilst it
would be an overstatement to suggest that the change to oil gave rise to American naval power, and the
simultaneous decline of British global power, fuel, and its associated infrastructure and mobilities, is an
important consideration when trying to understand why Britain could maintain its naval supremacy for so
long, yet lose it so quickly. Although coal is often seen as unimportant and unglamorous, this article has
revealed that Britain’s control of its infrastructure and mobility was of vital importance to its own security
and that of its empire in the period 1870–1914.
By exploring the idea of contingent mobilities this paper also points to the significance of those
often-ignored processes and actors which facilitated the availability of fuel to naval ships, and shows that
the complexity of achieving global mobility should not be overlooked. Yet current scholarship rarely
considers this fact. Instead, as Madureira has suggested, by just concentrating on ‘such an innovationcentric view [previous studies] tend to undermine the contribution made by time, technological mixes,
and local resources’. Instead, as this article argues, ‘the role and scope of technological systems can not
be assessed without taking into account … [the] infrastructures for maintenance and repair … and the
abundance and relative costs of the resources required to make the technology work’.98 As such, this
article posits that we must consider the idea of contingent mobilities more widely, as we cannot just see
movement in terms of start and end points, or naval power in terms of numbers and technology, but must
also acknowledge the processes and materials which enable movement to occur, as well as the actors and
functions which facilitated them. Although this article has concentrated on the mobility of fuel, it is equally
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correct to argue that naval (and other) mobilities are also contingent on the mobilities of labour, supply
vehicles between source and port, stock orders and admiralty funds, among many other things. Indeed,
in beginning to consider the numerous contingent mobilities present in a wide variety of seemingly simple
movements we can reveal complex webs of movement, infrastructure, actors and processes.
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